
No More Escaping…Just Hope Shaping
Stephanie Scott’s experiences in the triumphs over tragedy and loss with hope make 
her qualified to guide women in this tumultuous journey called life. As a recovering 
escape artist, she is transparently relational with audiences. Throughout her faith filled 
presentations women are influenced to:

 ✓ Live fully in the present instead of the pain of the past or fear of the future
 ✓ Be inspired to hope where it has been absent
 ✓ Be assured of God’s Love that has previously been questioned
 ✓ Be strengthened by confidence in the Truth of Scripture
 ✓ Be motivated to affect positive change in thoughts and priorities

Stephanie Green Scott

   Stephanie grew up in Tallahassee, Florida and currently 
lives in Waleska, Georgia. Since she is a formerly grieving 
mother and a survivor of suicide, Stephanie is able to use real 
life experiences to illustrate the transformative Power of the 
Lord as a Christian Public Speaker. As the wife of a college 
football coach, she pours her heart into her role as Team Mom. 
She expresses her desire to help the team by fundraising, 
photography, emotional support, and prayer. Her extensive 
background in private club and non-profit management adds 
to the experiences she pulls from. From this heart for others, 
she draws upon a deep reservoir of hope that is contagious, 
inspiring audiences across all demographics. 

Stephanie is married to Tommy and has two children in Heaven 
as well as a stepdaughter, Nicki, who lives in California. She 
also has hundreds of football “sons”. She enjoys volunteering, 
photography, bible study, travel, exercise and reading.

“II loved the way she spoke 
from her heart and I loved 
that she was using her story to 
give hope to others.” 

Lori Durand Kennedy, 
Alpha Omega Ministries

“The extraordinary story of her 
journey was inspiring.
Her words and delivery are both 
professional and poetic.” 

Cheryl Lutz,
Securely Held Conference

“This godly woman, so full of compassion and 
mercy, will bless your socks off! All who listen will find 
themselves leaning in her direction to hear every word of her 
compelling story.” 

Vivian Matheson,
Lake Arrowhead Church Sister Circle



Hopping Off The Tilt-a-Whirl… getting on with life
Have you ever been stuck in a rut, swirling in chaos, or lost in space? Stephanie makes regaining your equilibrium gratifying through 
a talk peppered with personal stories and replete with practical biblical perspectives. Women are emboldened by this talk to:

 ✓ Diffuse the internal war between past, present and future.
 ✓ Find fresh footing on solid emotional ground where once were shifting sands.
 ✓ Discover hopeful new ways of looking at life that can sometimes seem out of control.

@HopeShaping

sgs@hopeshaping.com

/hopeshaping

Throw Me The Lifebuoy …before I drown in grief
Sometimes grief can feel like drowning. Come up for air with Stephanie who can empathize because of her own devastating losses. 
She understands the many forms grief can take and how debilitating it can be. Women that let her be their lifeguard are kept afloat 
to:

 ✓ Absorb Scripture that ballasts emotions rocked by the tempest.
 ✓ Find Hope as the anchor to the soul that needs ministration from stormy seas.
 ✓ Bring buoyancy to sinking hearts when times are tough.
 ✓ Understand the one thing that cannot be lost is God’s Love even when adrift.

Plugging Into Power…recharging my life
Have you ever felt worn out, beleaguered, frazzled, or just plain out of gas? Juice up with this invigorating talk about the Power of 
God.  Stephanie spent years running on empty before discovering the power of the Lord and a deeply fulfilling personal relationship 
with Christ.  Women will be empowered to plug in to:

 ✓ Discover the energies to be had when not worrying about the past or future.
 ✓ Be refreshed by Hope that had lost its luster.
 ✓ See the meaning and purpose in life through the power of God’s Love.
 ✓ Ratchet up the importance of a relationship with Christ as outlined in the Bible as a grounding measure.

Rewriting My Software…finding a new groove
Self-doubt and low self-esteem can get you down. Anger and impatience can ruin some days. Loss can leave you empty and 
aimless. These can all wear deep grooves in the software of our spirits. Stephanie’s grooves were so deep that only God could fill 
them in.  Through her examples and biblical resources women are heartened to:

 ✓ Erase the negative thoughts that plague us and replace them with Godly ones.
 ✓ Transform our spirits that can crash… according to Scripture that helps us restore. 
 ✓ Use Hope as a way and means of restoring.
 ✓ Keep our mental software updated to the right version.

Please visit my website for further enlightenment and it will be a joy to answer any questions via email.
 Stephanie Green Scott  - sgs@hopeshaping.com  -  www.hopeshaping.com

@HopeShaping


